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1. INTRODUCTION
STRONG (System Testing using RObust Neighborhood Gen-
eration) is a MATLAB toolbox for hybrid system verifica-
tion. It implements the idea of robust test generation and
coverage [1], i.e., covering the initial-state set with the in-
terior of level sets of bisimulation functions, so that reacha-
bility/safety properties of a compact set of initial states can
be obtained from a finite number of simulations. This ap-
proach scales well for high-dimensional systems unlike state
set gridding approaches. In this poster, we present key fea-
tures and functionalities of the toolbox.

2. FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITIES
State-space exploration by simulating trajectories is used
widely for analyzing dynamical systems due to its scalability
despite being incomplete and informal. To bridge the divide
between simulation and formal verification, tools that com-
bine simulation with some formal analysis are recently being
developed [2, 3]. In the similar spirit, we have been develop-
ing STRONG, which has the following key functionalities.

•Model Consistency Checking
Detecting and correcting some forms of ill-posed in the model.
•Trajectory Simulation
For every trajectory of hybrid systems with either linear or
nonlinear dynamics, the tool gathers the information about
its continuous evolution, transition events, and event times.
•Robustness Computation
The trajectory robustness bounds in time and space are com-
puted for each segment of the simulated trajectory within
every discrete location. This functionality, including the
computation of bisimulation functions using YALMIP tool-
box [4], can be automated for linear affine dynamics.
•Initial Set Coverage Strategy
The portion of the initial set covered by a robust ball around
a simulated initial state leads to trajectories with the same
safety and reachability properties as the simulated one. Cov-

ering the compact initial set effectively using simulated tra-
jectories and their robust neighborhoods requires smartly
choosing initial states for the simulated trajectories. Cur-
rently, the strategy implemented is to generate random points
as initial states.
•Parallelization of Robust Simulations
The robust simulations can be performed independently of
each other and the initial set can be covered in a highly par-
allel manner.
•Graphical Output
The results of robust simulations, including trajectories and
robust balls, can be visualized for 2-D systems.

We summarize distinct features of the toolbox as below:
+ Robust test generation provides a formal bound on the
trajectory divergence used by the tool.
+ The tool is simulation-based, and does not use gridding;
therefore it scales well for high-dimensional systems.
+ The tool supports multi-core parallel computation using
MATLAB’s Parallel Computing Toolbox to achieve further
speedup.
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